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Glory is the wryly ironic tale of Martin Edelweiss, a twnety-two-year-old Russian émigré of no
account, who's in love with a woman who refuses to marry him. confident that his existence is
ready to be wasted and hoping to provoke his love, he embarks on a "perilous, daredevil
project"--an unlawful try and re-enter the Soviet Union, from which he and his mom had fled in
1919. Glory He succeeds--but at a bad cost.
3.5 stars. assessment pending.I left that complete "Review pending" factor up there for a
reason, or, extra competently a kind of disclaimer. You see, as i am studying i am additionally
as a rule placing jointly a truly tough define of my to-be-written review. Unfortunately, while I
wait even every week to put in writing stated overview and browse even a unmarried different
ebook in that time, I thoroughly overlook what i might have written. So this can be one in all
those: Glory a overview half-salvaged from the fog of a whole week's passing.What do I know? i
do know that the only real objective of this publication "lay in stressing the fun and the glamour
that [a] younger expatriate unearths within the so much usual pleasures in addition to within the
possible meaningless adventures in life" (x). Of course, i do know that simply because it really is
within the advent Glory written via Nabokov--which reminds me, I additionally recognize that i
actually take pleasure in Nabokov's introductions to his personal books, by no means missing a
shot or at Freud/a psychoanalytic method of the work. no longer greatly occurs within the novel.
i used to be approximately to categorise it as Glory a bildungsroman yet learned it's Glory
missing the main criterion: the nature has to illustrate psychological/moral growth. Martin does
not. no longer at Glory all. he's a Romantic on the outset and is still a Romantic as he units off
on his ultimate Romantic journey. Is there a time period for a coming-of-age tale in which the
protagonist doesn’t loads “come-of-age” as he does…well…simply age? Martin has a poetic
Glory sensibility, a transcendentalist spirit, a capability to adventure the elegant amidst the
mundane. For example, a night outdoor may possibly by surprise elicit in him “an insufferable
intensification of all his senses, a mystical and important impulse, the presence of anything for
which by myself it used to be worthy living" (20). Glory Of course, this sense is fleeting, for have
been it not, it is going to no longer be sublime. Martin realizes "how very, very difficult it used to
be to trap happiness" (47-8). This leads him romanticize things. such things as the past, the
present, the future. to claim he's innovative is just a little an understatement: not just does he
usually forget about reality—like the vital plot element of his chasing a woman who sincerely has
no real interest in him—but he is going as far as to build his personal reality—like climax via end
of his self-prescribed mission. In this, i couldn't agree extra with Nabokov’s above evaluation of
the only real function of the book. If that's the purpose, then it succeeds marvelously.However,
it's tough to not query that purpose. Yes, i'm green with envy of Martin’s delicate nature, his
skill to possible adventure issues extra deeply, extra profoundly, to be touched through the
actually basic pleasures of life. Nevertheless, i believe that any reader needs to query even if
this is often finally a good trait or deadly flaw for younger Martin. For even Martin “was made
conscious time and again of the presence of a few malevolent strength obstinately attempting to
persuade him that existence was once in no way the chuffed effortless factor he had imagined”
(102). That strength is reality. the truth that to go into the grownup global and feature a strong

income, one needs to work; the truth a girl’s consistent and unquestionable rejections suggest
it’s time to maneuver on; the truth that once adventurously mountain climbing a cliff for no
reason, one may fall to his demise (no spoiler—that doesn’t really happen); the truth that
losing/risking Glory one’s existence for a purposeless trip without any which means or
advantage except what one’s fanciful mind's eye has infused in it is only simple stupid. If Martin
is to be envied for his Romantic sensibilities, then he's additionally to be pitied for his lack of
ability to flee from them. For whilst it turns into “hard to split fancy from fact,” one needs to ask
himself no matter if a extra prosaic lifestyles may be foremost (120). Finally, i do know that I
simply adore Nabokov's prose--it may possibly convey me nearer than the rest to the
sublime.Quotations I Liked:"Thus in early formative years Martin did not familiarize yourself with
anything that subsequently, throughout the prismatic wave of memory, may have extra an
additional appeal to his life" (4). "It used to be then that Martin understood for the 1st time that
human existence flowed in zigzags" (9) "She used to be twenty-five, her identify used to be Alla,
and he or she wrote poetry: 3 things, one may think, that have been absolute to make a lady
fascinating" (29)
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